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Abstract 
The Sobolev inequality is an indispensable tool in the modern 
theory of partial differential equations. The best constant and the 
minimizer of the Sobolev inequality were found by T.Aubin and G.Talenti 
in 1976. They are useful in nonlinear problems involving the loss of 
compactness. 
For the weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality, we also would like to 
find its best constant and the minimizing function. The problem was 
partially solved by E.H.Lieb. These authors use symmetrization method 
to show that the best constant is attained by radially symmetric 
functions, and thus reduce the problem to an one-dimensional one. This 
one-dimensional problem was solved by Bliss in 1930. 
There are difficulties in using symmetrization argument in the 
general weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality. In this thesis, we present 
another approach to show that there exists a radial minimizer based on 
the method of moving planes. More precisely, we prove the symmetry of 
positive solutions of certain elliptic equations. The method is a 
modification of Gidas-Ni-Nirenberg's argument. 
i 
» 
This thesis is arranged as follows: In Section 1， the existence 
and regularity of a minimizer of a variational problem are established. 
Then we establish its radial symmetry in Section 2. Section 3 contains 
the main result: we reduce the problem to an one-dimensional problem 
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Let wi，P(IRn) be the Sobolev space composed of all L^-functions in 
the n-dimensional Euclidean space whose weak derivatives belong to 
LP(IRn). The Sobolev inequality asserts that for 1/n + 1/q = 1/p, 1 ^ 
p < n, there exists a constant C such that 
(r u q d x ) i々“（ f |vu|Pdx)"P (0.1) 
V v 
for all u € wi’P([Rn). The Sobolev inequality plays a fundamental role 
in the modern theory of partial differential equations. But the 
determination of the best constant, that is, 
C = inf { ( r Vu Pdx)i/P Z (「 | u | q d x ) i〜： u € wi’P(Rn)MO} } 
p’q V / V 
( 0 . 2 ) 
and the minimizer (if it exists) is relatively recent. It is due to 
Talenti [11] and Aubin [1] in 1976. They found that 
r n-p『n(p-l) 1"P『 n n / p ) r ( n + l - n / p ) 广 1 < p < n 
f t L n-p 』 L r(n+l) n」 P 
Cp q = 
n[T / n ] i 、 ’ P = 1， n 
V. 
where r is the Gamma function and T is the area of the unit sphere in n 
Rn, and _ is attained by the functions 
p，q 
/ � / � • p / ( p - l )� l _ n / p 
u(x) = (X + X + x^ ^ ) ， 
where A is any positive number and IR''. Applications of this result 
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« 
can be found in problems in differential geometry [2] and nonlinear 
partial differential equations [5]. 
A generalization of (0.1) is the Hardy-Okikio1u-Glaser-Martin-
Grosse-Thirring inequality [8],[9]: For b € [0,1] and p = 2n/(2b+n-2), 
n 之 3, there exists a constant C such that 
(f X 〜 P d x ) i Z P ^ C ([ I V i i p d x严 （0.3) 
for all u € wi’2(|Rn) • The inequality arises in the study of the 
Schrodinger equation in mathematical physics. The best constant and 
minimizer of (0.3) (b 其 1) have been found in [8]. When b =1(Hardy's 
inequality), no minimizer exists. 
Both (0.1) and (0.3) are contained in the following inequality : 
Let n > p ^ l , p ^ q ^ ), and 5 = r - 1 + _ + ) > _ • ’ 
there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
(r X u qdx)i々 S C(f |x 广 P | H P d x ) i 作 （0.4) 
JrD V 
for all u € C"(IRn). We shall call (0.4) the weighted Sobolev-Hardy 
0 
inequality [6],[9]. In this thesis, we shall determine the best constant 
and the minimizer for (0.4) for certain p,q,9r,5, which, in particular, 
include the cases for (0.1) and (0.3) as well as some cases allowing r 
to be negative. 
2 
I 
Before stating our result, we point out that both Aubin and 
Talenti use the method of symmetrization to find the best constant. It 
is well-known that the Schwarz symmetrization sends a function u to a 
radially symmetric function u preserving the L^'-norm while decreasing 
the LP-norm of the gradient. Hence in the minimization problem (0.2), it 
suffices to restrict to the class of all radially symmetric functions 
Accordingly the problem is reduced to a o n e - d i m e n s i o n a l variational 
problem of the form 
\ 
inf“「⑴ |g，（r)|Pdr)i/P / (广 , a = q/p - 1, 
Jq / J。 
which was solved by Bliss [4] long time ago. The Schwarz 
symmetrization does not seem to work when r and 6 are non-zero (except 
for y = 0 and 6 < 0), since there is no reason to believe that the 
weighted L^-norm of the gradient still decreases under the symmetrization. 
The Schwarz symmetrization is based on the classical isoperimetric 
inequality, 
r d s ( x ) . c ([ dx)(n-i"n ’c = na>广’ 
JsD D 
where w is the volume of the unit ball of 沢 ,^ and the characterization n 
O f equality which says that equality holds if and only if D is a ball 
in Rn. A variant of symmetrization based on the weighted isoperimetric 
inequality, 
(f |x|曰ds(x)) . C (f |x|adx5n+曰-”An+co, (0.5) 
J5D D 
3 
where C = [ (n+oc) (n+玲 一”（na> ) (a-^i , a similar character!-n 
zation of the equality as the classical one but now the ball is 
centered at the origin, may solve our problem . However, (0.5) seems 
unknown. Although it may be proved by means of sophisticated tools 
such as geometric measure theory, it is still desirable to give an 
elementary proof of this problem. 
In this thesis we present another approach to show that the 
minimum is attained by radially symmetric functions based on the method 
of moving planes [7]. When a = 0 and /3 = 0 , p = 2, it has been used in 
[10]. Here is a precise statement of our result. 
Theorem 
Let ^ € satisfy ^ = with n+a > 0, ^ ^ 0. Let K = 
p 
^ A 
i n f f � X 玲 Vu 2 d x : u € C � r i R � a n d = 1 } and S = 
V ° V 
inf f r X 玲 Vu •• u € cfViRn) , u is radially symmetric and 
n 0 
A 
a p , 1 I 
X u ^dx = 1 }, 
V 
Then K = S = I ， w h e r e 
^ 、-2 / “ 2 / “ 
and r is the Gamma function. 
The infimum is attained by the function 
u ( x ) = t , X = p/2 -2 > 
, « n + t 入 严 
4 
The weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality, 
(f | x n u | P d x ) - ^ . C (f |X| 曰 |Vu|2dx)"2’ 
V V 
holds when ^ € [ 2 , - ^ ] , 1 + ^ = ^ and n+a > 0. Here we need two 
0 2 
more assumptions in our theorem : i) 0 > 2 and ii) 3 ：^  0. The first 
assumption is required for applying a result of Bliss (Lemma 3.5) while 
the second assumption is necessary in connection with the method of 
moving planes (Lemma 2.2). 
Our proof of the theorem can be outlined as follows : 
First, we approximate the minimization problem 
A 
inf <「 X 3 Vu 2dx : u e C:(IRn) a n d「 | x | a | u | P d x = 1 > 
V ° V 
by a sequence of minimization problems 
inf {f ( X 2+ e 产 2 vu ^dx : u € C ①(B) and f ( |x |u| ^ dx = 1}’ 
Jb 0 JB 
( 0 . 6 ) 
where p < p ,e > 0 and B is the unit ball in The necessity of 
restricting p to a smaller p is to obtain certain compactness in the 
problem. Moreover, we use (|x|2+ c 严 to replace |x|a in order to 
gain uniformly ellipicity. By direct method we can show that a 
minimizer of (0.6) is attained. After showing that it is actually 
regular, we use the technique of moving planes to prove that the 
5 
t 
minimizers are radially symmetric. By passing to limit, first letting 
e tend to zero and then p tend to p, our theorem is proved. 
The thesis is arranged as follows : In Section 1, the existence 
and regularity of the minimizer of (0.6) is established. Then we 
establish its radial symmetry in Section 2. Notice the method in [7] 
does not apply directly to our problem since now the relevant 
differential equation is not of the form 
Au + f(x,u) = 0. 
What we actually do is to generalize their result to more general 
elliptic equations. This is a result of independent interest. Section 3 
contains the main result : We reduce the problem to an one-dimensional 
problem and find the best constant. 
In this thesis, we assume n, the dimension of the Euclidean space, 




Section 1 A Minimization Problem 
Let Hi(|x|^dx)’ |3 >2-n, be the completion of 0=(沢口）under the norm 
„ , ^ _ 2 , .1/2 
IIuI =( X ‘ Vu dx) . 
J|Rn 
By the weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality, 
H'(|x|^dx) c — — > LP(|x|^dx) U . l ) 
and the inclusion is continuous when 1+ (n+a)/p =(n+/3)/2, n+a > 0’ and 
A ,丨 1 2n 1 
p € [2’ 口]. 
Under the assumption ^ > 2 - n and 1+ (n+a)/ p =(n+/3)/ 2, we have 
n玲 > a which will be used in Lemma 3.2. If we have one more 
n - 2 八 
assumption that ^ ^ 0, using p ^ we get ^ ^ a. It is a crucial 
inequality in the proof of Lemma 2.2. 
For u € H、|x|曰dx)V(Oh let 
J ( u ) = (「|x|日丨•u|2dx) / ( r |x|a|u|、x产公. 
J(Rn Z J 沢n 
We want to show that 
C = inf ^ J(u) = inf J(u) 
u€h' ( |x|'^dx)\{0} (of )M 0 } 
is attained by a radially symmetric function. But difficulty appears 
because the imbedding (1.1) is not compact. To overcome this difficulty, 
we replace by the unit ball, p by a smaller number p. Moreover, we 
modify |x|玲 a little so as to get uniform ellipticity. 
Let B be the unit ball centered at the origin in 沢〜e > 0 and p < 
7 
« 
p. Let Hi(B’p^dx) be the completion of c"(B) under the norm 
0 c 
M l , (f P > u | 2 d X 严 ’ 
e Jg 
p (x) = ( | x | 2 + e严 . C l e a r l y H ^ B , p ^ d x ) forms a Hilbert space under 
the inner product 
<u, v> = r Vv>dx , u,v € H^(B,p^dx). 
Jb e 
For u € h1(B，p曰dx)\{0), let 
0 c 
J ( u ) = ||u||二 / | | u f ^ . 
它,p 丨丨e /丨丨LP(B’pacix) 
The main result of this section is 
Theorem 1.1 
There exists a u e which is positive in B and vanishes on 
the unit sphere, such that 
J (u) = K ^ = inf J (v). 
0 e 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is based on the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 1.2 
A 2n 
If 1 + (n+oi)/p = n+OL > 0, p € ] and e > 0, 
2 p < p, then p^dx) > p^dx) and the inclusion is compact. 
0 c ^ 
Proof: 
Since 1 < p< p we have H、B) ^ > L^CB) and the imbedding 
^ n-d 0 
is compact by the Kondrakov compactness theorem. Here H^(B) is the 
1 • 
8 
r 2 1/2 
usual Sobolev space with norm ||u|| i = ( |Vu| dx ) . Because 
0 ^B 
( | x | 2 + e： )玲之入三 m i n U l + } >〇 
on B. For all u € c"(B), 
* |Vu|^dx =s X"' f (|x|2+ e 产 | 叫 2 机 
J B B 
In other words, H^(B,p^dx)c H^(B) and the inclusion is continuous. 
Similarly, l'^(B) > L^CB.p^^dx) and the imbedding is continuous. 
The result follows from the fact that the composition of a 
continuous mapping and a compact mapping is compact. • 
Lemma 1.3 
There exists a u € p^dx) \ {0}, such that 
o c 
i) J (u) = K and 
e,p e,p 
ii) u ^ 0 almost everywhere on B. 
Proof: 
i) J is bounded below by zero. Let {u^}^^^ IN be a minimizing 
G, p 
sequence. Since J (Xu) = J ^(u) for all A ^ 0, we may assume 
IIu = 1 for all k € IN. 
丨  k L^CB.p^dx) 
c 
Then 11 u ^ > K。 ^ as k > 
”k e e,p 
Since {u } is a" bounded sequence in the Hilbert space 
k k€ IN 
H^(B,p^dx), there exist a u € H^(B,p^dx) and a subsequence of {、}, 
which we write as {u } again such that 
k 
1 
a) u > u weakly in H (B,p'dx) and 
k 0 e 
1 • 
9 
b) 丨|uJ: = K (1.2) 
k - ^ 
By Lemma 1.2 , the inclusion from H^(B,p^dx) into L''(B,p^dx) is 
末 
compact. There exist a u € L^(B,p^dx) and a subsequence of {〜}’ 
* 
called it {u } again such that ||u - u || > 0 as k > «>. 
k k LP(B,p®'dx) 
1 3 
On the other hand that 〜 > u weakly in H^(B,p^dx) implies 
u ~ > u weakly in L''(B,p^dx). And that u > u* strongly in LP(B’p=dx) 
k C * 
implies u ——> u* weakly in L^CB.p^dx). By the uniqueness of weak 
^ k E 
来 
limit, u = u p^dx-almost everywhere and 
c 
llull = lim ||uj = 1 (1.3) 
丨  V ( B , p : d x ) k LP(B’p:dx) 
From (1.2) and (1.3), u is non-zero and 
V p ^ ( u ) =丨 h i : / H : p ( B ’ , d x ) 〜 
Thus J (u) = K 
e，P e,p 
ii) Observe that for all u € H^(B,pfdx), |V|u|| = |Vu| almost 
U 
everywhere ([2],P.82). That is J^,p(u) = J。p(|u|) for all u € 
H^(B,p^dx)\{0} and the minimizing sequence in i) can be replaced by 
0 c 
Since u ——> u strongly in lP(B,p二dx) , there exists a sub-
k ^ 
sequence of |、| converges to u pointwise p^dx-almost everywhere. So, 
u > 0 p^dx-almost everywhere. Hence u ^ 0 almost everywhere in usual 
Lebesgue measure. • 
10 
I 
Let (p € C"(B), and <p is non-negative, f(t) = J (u+t识）• Since u 
^ 0 I, P 
df 
attains the minimum of J^ p ,旺 (〇） = 0 , we have 
.〈•识’ ( X e)日々•u>dx - K r d x = 0 
Jb Jb 
So u is the weak solution of the boundary value problem 
r Div(( X 2+ + K (丨x|2+ e)a/2uP-i = 0 in B (1.4) 
c, p 
u = 0 on aB 
to 
Lemma 1.5 
Let L be a second order linear elliptic differential operator 
一 1 
with smooth coefficients defined on B. Suppose that u € H^(B) is a 
weak solution of boundary value problem 
‘Lu = f(x,u) in B 
u = 0 on dB 
to 
where f(x,u) is a Lipschitz function of x and u satisfying the growth 
condition \f(x,u)\ ^ K where K is a positive constant and c e 
(0, Then u is a classical solution of (1.5) 
n-2 
Proof:([3],P.56) 
i)We claim that u € W^'^'CB) with q = ^二 +。 ) for some e > 0. 
First, by the Sobolev imbedding theorem, ue H^(B) implies u€ lP(B) 
for p = . Hence K u ^ € L®(B) for s = p/cr. 
n-2 
n+2 … 2n(l+g) 
Since <r < ^ , for some e > 0, s = . 
Let g(x) = f(x,u(x))’ then u is a weak solution of 
Lu = g in B 
u = 0 on 9B, 
with g € L®(B). 
11 
By the L^-estimates for weak solutions of elliptic equations, 
u € 
ii) Now we show that u € W^'^(B) for all t > s. 
Since u e , the Sobolev imbedding theorem implies that 
u€ i7(B) for V = and K u € L^(B ) for A = v/cr. To show that u 
has improved regularity, we note that 
i = X = X = (1+e) - i ^ i V > 
s p n-2s 2n n-2-4e 
Consequently, the L^ regularity theorem for inhomogeneous elliptic 
equations implies not only that u € W^'^(B) with A > s, but also that 
2 t 
after a finite number of repetitions of the last argument, u€ W , (B) 
for all t > s. 
iii) From ii), u € W^'^(B) for some t > | , Sobolev imbedding 
theorem implies u € Since f is a Lipschitz function, g ( x ) : 
f(x,u(x)) also in Then Schauder regularity theorem implies 
that u € c2,a(§). • 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 : 
By Lemma 1.3’ there exists a u € p^dx)\{0} such that J^ p(u) 
= K , and it is a weak solution of (1.4). 
e, p 
For u € H ^ B , p ^ d x ) c H^(B), consider Lu = Div(( and 
f(x，u) = - K :( |x|2+ 0 … p - 1 〈 备 - 1 = 岳 . 
e, p 
Since (|x|2+ e)aZ2 is bounded on B, |f(x,u) | K|u|^ for some 




By Lemma 1.4, u € C (B). 
As u € H^(B) n C^(B), u vanishes on the boundary of the unit ball. 0 
By Lemma 1.3’ u 2： 0, u s 0 and Lu= -K < s 0 in B. Using 
e f p 
the strong maximum principle, u > 0 in B. 
Theorem 1.1 is proved. • 
13 
Section 2 Radial Symmetry of The Solution 
In this section we shall show that the solution of the 
minimization problem obtained in Theorem 1.1 is actually radially 
symmetric {radial for short). 
Theorem 2.1 
Let B be the unit ball in r"" centered at the origin and let u be a 
2 
positive C -solution of 
Div(( X 严 V u ) + K ( x|2+ e产iz P-l= 0 in B , 
(2.1) 
u = 0 on dB 
where e > 0, 1 < p < p e p satisfies 1 + (n+a)/p = (n+^)/2 
n ^ 
with n+oc > 0, |3< 0 and K is a positive constant. 
Then u is radially symmetric. 
In [7], symmetric properties of elliptic equations were 
established by the method of moving planes. A typical result in [7] 
is the following : 
Let u be a positive solution of 
f F (X,u,u , 〜 ， . • . ， 〜 ， U x x U x x ) = 0 in B , 
1 2 n 1 1 1 2 n n 
u = 0 on 5B 
such that 
i) F is uniformly elliptic, that is, there exist constants m, M > 0 such 




ii) On aB, the function g(x) = F(x,0 0) satisfies g(x) 2： 0 for all 
X or g(x) < 0 for all x. 
iii) For every X € [0,1) and x € J]⑴ 二 < x=(x^, - - ^ B:父丄，入}. 
Let X入 denote the reflection of x in the plane T入={ x=(x^, • • 它沢、 
X }. That is, x^, - - if • • 
If v(x) = u(x入)’ then F(x,v,v^, . . x, . .Vx x )“〇. 
1 n i l n n 
Suppose that i),ii) and iii) hold. Then u^(x) < 0 and u(x)< u(x ) 
1 
for all X € A €(0,1). By taking limit, it yields u(x) ^ u(x°) for 
all X € 2(0). In case the equation is symmetric in x^, the opposite 
inequality holds since we can move the plane up to the origin from the 
left. As a result, u is symmetric in x^. 
Equation (2.1) does not satisfy (2.2) for v(x) = u(x入).However, 
the method still works if we use another v(x). 
In the rest of this section u always is a solution of (2.1) and 
we take 
F(x’u,ux ’ . . U x ’-.,Uxx ) 
1 n i l n n 
= D i v ((|x|2+ e 严 + K (|x|2+ # 〜 " ， 
where x = (x , . . ’ x ) and x . . + x^. The proof of Theorem 2.1 is 
I n i n 
based on the following three lemmas. 
Lemma 2.2 
入 2 
For a fixed X € [0,1), let v(x) 二 [ ( 丨 ! a(x^). then 
(|x| + e； 
F(x,v,v ^ ) ^ 0 for all X e ^(X) = {x e B： x^ > X}. 
X A X X X. X. 1 n i l n n 




Let 0(x) = ( I ^ By a direct computation, 
|x|2+ e 
F(x’v,Vx ’ V x x ) 
i i j 
= 0 ( x r i [ (丨 产 叫 e ) ( " )、 x \ ( V u ) ( x A ) > ] 
+ K(|x|2+ e)a 〜 ( X ) ) P - I + 
(2.3) 
， w h e r e = |( | + n - 2 ) , = - e (霊一 2)靈. 
Notice that i)|x入 | < |x| for all x € ；[；(入）and ii) under the 
assumption in Theorem 2.1, we have ^ 之 ^ a. Since 
F(x入,u(x入)’〜(x^),u Y (X入)）=0, 
Xi XiXj 
the sum of first and second terms in the right hand side of (2.3) is 
equal to 
少(x)-i[-K(|x入|2+ e)a/2(u(x入））P一1 ] + K v(x) 
、 , 入 2 丄 /3p a 
= K (u(x入））P-V(x)-I(|x入 |2+ [ I + s ] - T - 2 - 1 > 
|x I + e 
：< 0 by i) and ii). 
On the other hand, (n+^)/2 = (n+a)/p + 1 > 1 ’ so 13 > 2-n and 
2 + n-2 > 0. Since jS ：^  0 and e > 0, this implies the third term in 2 
the right hand side of (2.3) is also non-positive. Therefore, 
F(x,v,v ,v ) ^ 0. • 
Xi XiXj 
. 16 « 
Lemma 2.3 
Let X € [0,1) be sufficient close to 1. For x € , 
u(x) < vU) = I 入 丨 d and ^ c < 0. 
e； 
Proof: 
Since u satisfies Div(( ：£ 0, u > 0 in B and u = 0 
on aB, by the Hopf boundary lemma, u (1’0’..，0) < 0. Thus u^(x) < 0 
1 1 
for all X € if 1-X > 0 is small. For a further restricted 入， 
if necessary, 
/ ( ( X|2+ E)曰〜(X)) 
1 
= ( | x | 2 + + I (|x|2+ e ) ( " 〜 i U ( x ) < 0. 
1 
Now, by the mean value theorem, 
v(x) - u(x) 
= o , [ ( x Y + e ) 日 - (|x|2+ ] 
( | x | 2 + e 产 4 
= ~ ^ ( / ((|x|2+ e产 S i ( x ) ) ) 2(X-X ) ’ 
( | x | 2 + e ) 玲 a x i x=c 1 
for some < between x and x入 . T h u s v(x) _ u(x) > 0 by x^ > X. • 
Lemma 2.4 
Let X € [0,1) such that ^ e )日,\1“)) ^ 0 and u(x) ^ v(x) 1 
in J C A ^ but u(x) m v(x). 
Then u(x) < v(x) in JX入）and ^ e /""Vx；； < 0 on B n T^. 1 
where T= {x=(x ) € 沢〜x = A }. 
A I n . 1 
. 1 ‘ 




Consider the function w(x) = v(x) 一 u(x), w ^ 0 and w 去 0 in J](入). 
By Lemma 2.2 and the mean value theorem, 
0 2： F(x,v,v ,V ) - F(x,u,u ,u ) 
Xi Xi xx^ 
= (Fu)w (F )Wx + E ( F 、 X 
i=l i i，j ^ij i j 
where F = F(x, u, p., p^^) and F ^ = , F ^ = ^ , etc. It follows from 
the strong maximum principle [7] that w > 0 in ^(X). Moreover, by the 
Hopf boundary lemma [7], > 0 on B n T 入 . F o r x € B n T入， 
1 
aw ( . au /3 ..“.、 2A. du . . 
= - 巧 ( X ) - 2 u(x)丨X 丨 2+ ^ -
_ (|x|2+ e ) 〜 X ) ) ) . 
(|X|2+C 严 4 AXI X 
Hence ^ (( < 0 on B n T^. • 
1 
Proof of Theorem 2.1 : 
A 2 
For each A € [0,1), let v ( x , A ) = ( 丨 「 + ^ ) 曰 u ( x ^ ) . By 
XI + e 
Lemma 2.3, the set { X € [0,1): ^ (( e)3Z\i(x)) < 0 and u(x) < 
v(x,入）in JCA)} is non-empty, and it is bounded below. Let p be its 
infimum. 
We claim that fi = 0. For, suppose on the contrary that >0， 
by continuity, ^ (( )：£ 0 and u(x):£ v(x , j L i ) in J](fi). 
1 
Let X = (1,0, . . ,0). The fact > 0 implies x ^ = (2fi-l,0, • . ,0) € B. 
0 u 
. 18 I 
So u(x^) > 0 and v(x > 0 = u ( x j . Then for some point x € near 0 0 0 
x。， u ( x ) < v(x,ji). That is u(x)主 v(x,ji) in J](|i). By Lemma 2.4, 
• u ( x ) < V(X,M) i n E ⑷ （ 2 . 4 ) 
/ ( ( X 2+ e)玲〜(X)) < 0 on B n T. 
^ 5x A 1 
Using the Hopf boundary lemma and the fact that u vanishes on SB, 
we have (x) < 0 for all x = (x , . . ,x ) € aB with x > 0. Hence 
dx I n 1 1 
A ( ( X 2+ C)^^^u(x)) < 0 for all X € aB n T . We can find some 6 >0 
dx 1 
such that / ((|x|2+ e)玲Z4u(x)) < 。 o n { x € R 、 f i - 5 } n B. 
O入 
1 
By the definition of ji, there exists a sequence { X , } , € (0,fx) ^ 
which tends to and {x.}, x.€ E(入」），such that u(x.) ^  v(x.,A.) for 
all J. By passing to subsequence if necessary, we may assume that {x} 
来 来 
converges to some x . Since > fx and x」 € 入」）’ x € 2 ⑷ . 
Now by the continuity of u and v, 
来 来 
u(x ) 2： v(x , jLl). (2.5) 
来 来 
In view of (2.4), x does not belong to so x € aj](fi). We 
distinguish two cases, i) x* € aB \ T ^ and ii) x € B n T^. 
来 来 
Case i) is impossible since x € SB \ T implies u(x ) = 0 and 
来 
v(x yii) > 0, contradicting (2.5). 
米 一 来 
If X € B A T^, X ^ = /I. 
| x ) J | 2 + e 曰/4 
u(x ) 2： v(x ) = ( ~ ~ ^― ) U(x J)，then 
j J J X 2+ e J 
j 
(|XJ|2+ E ) 〜 X J ) ^ (|x)J|2+ E)〜X)J). 
19 
By the mean value theorem, there exist y』between x」and 々 such 
that ^ (( e)曰"\i(x)) 2： 0. x . ~ > x* with x*^ = fi，then y . — > 
1 x=y^ J 
X* also, thus / (( x|2+ e)日Z4u(x)) * > 0 which contradicts (2.4). 
OX X—X 
We have proved that fi = 0. 
By continuity, u(x) ^ v(x’0) = u(x°) in J](0). That is - • 
< U(-XI,X2, . • ,XN) for all X € B with x^ > 0. By the symmetry of (2. 1), 
we can show the reverse inequality and hence u is symmetric in x^. 
Moreover, as the direction of the x^-axis can be replaced by any other 
directions, u is radially symmetric. 
Theorem 2.1 is proved. • 
. . 20 
I 26 
Section 3 Proof of The Main Theorem 
We determine the best constant and find radial minimizers of the 
weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality in this section. 
First, we need the following 
Proposition 3.1 
For each e ^ 0, p ：£ p, where p e satisfies l+(n+a)/ p = 
(n+^)/2, with n+a > 0 , ^ ：^ 0 . 
Let K = inf { [ ( X ； u e 
, r , 2 、a/2 p , 1 1 
and ( X + e) u ^dx = 1 } 
B 
and S = inf f「（ X 2+ e 产 Vu ^dx : u € 《 ( B ) , u is radially 
r 2 (X/2 p 
symmetric and ( \x\ + c) u ^dx = 1 }, 
Jfi 
where B is the unit ball in R^, 
Then K^ A = S^ A . 
00 1 / 3 
Remark : We may replace C^(B) in K ^ and S by H (B,p dx). (see 
0 G) p ^ > P u 
Section 1). 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 is based on two lemmas. 
From Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, we know that for each e > 0, p < 





on SB, such that 
i) r( X 2+ e 严 u Pdx = 1 and 
J B 
i i ) } ( | x | 2 + e ) ’ V 、 , p | 2 d x 〜 = Se’p. 
D 
Lemma 3.2 
For each fixed p < p» ve have sup fu || < + oo. 
l>e>0 e'P 
Proof: 
For each e > 0, let y^(r) = u^ p M ^ P ' r = |x|. It satisfies 
[rn-i(r2+ e 严 y ’ ⑷ ] , + 反 广 、 々 e 严 y 二 - ！ ⑷ = 0 , r € [ 0 , 1 ] 
C C , p E 
We introduce a change of variables t = t(r) determined by 
.n+IS-i 
^ = — Q , t(0) = 0. (3.1) 
dr n-l, 2 、曰/2 
r (r + e) 
Let z(t) = z (t) = y (r(t)). Then z(t) satisfies 
e e 
, ^ ( 2,‘、丄、（a+玲)/2 2n-2f . 
丄 2+曰-1 竺） + K (r ⑴ + e) , ^ _ ^ zP-i= 0, t€ (0,t(l)]. 
d t d t ) e,p 
(3.2) 
We shall use Moser’s iteration technique to find a uniform bound 
for z (t), 0 1. First, we claim 
e 
There exists a constant C > 0 such that 




To see this let us integrate (3.1) from r to oo. Then t(r) is 
given by 
t(r) = [ ( n + _ 「 " ： ^ — — — r€ (0,1] 
K sn-i(s2+ e 严 
For s ^ Vcy ^ e ^ s^, ^ ^ 0 implies 
Integrating it from r to oo, yields 
2-玲Z2(n+/3-2)r ^ t(r) ^ r for all r € 
Similarly, we can find constants C ’C > 0 , which are independent of e, 
1 2 
such that 
13 n - 2 玲 n - 2 
c e 2 ( n +帕 p ^ < t(r) ^ C c 2 ( n +帕 r ^ , r € ( 0 , ^ ] (3.4) 
1 2 
For r € iO.Ve], s = r/Vc e (0,1], by (3.4) 
严 - 2 ( 。 + 。 _ / 2 < ( V ^ s ) 2 n - 2 (。 ( i + s 2 ) ) _ Z 2 
t(p)2n+a+0-2 - (C s(n-2)/(n +玲-2) ) (2n + CX+3-2) 
= c -(2n+a+日-2) (1+ s2)(a+曰)/2s气 
1 
Where 5 = 2n - 2 + (-2n - a — 日 + 2 ) = 日 “ - U - 2 ) c c ^ n+p - 2 n+p - 2 
Hence P ⑴ is bounded on (0,t(\/e)], similar for t €( t (Ve), t (1)]. 
tn+a-i 
(3.3) is proved. 
Now, let G(y) = f^lH' (s) ds , where H(s) = s'', q 2： 1 and 
JQ 
t^=t(l). Multiply (3.2) with G(y) and use integration by parts yields 




= K r 1 p(t) zP-i(t) G(z(t)) dt 
Jo 
< K 「 i p ( t ) zP-2(t) (H, (z(t))z(t))2 dt ’ by G(y) ：^  H' { y f y 
J。 
< K (「tip(t)zP(t)dt )(P-2)/2( ftip(t)(H’（z(t))z(t))Pdt产P. 
e’P Jo 」0 
In the last line we have used the Holder inequality. 
Since 「tip(t)zP(t)dt = P ( r 、 £ 产 2 广 1 yP(p)dr 
Jo Jo e , � - 1 r , 2 � a / 2 p , ( � - 1 
= ( n o ) ) ( X + e) u "^dx = (nw ) 
n Jg e,p n 
and Tim K ：^  K (see Lemma 3.3 below). There is a constant C >0, 
e->o+ e，p 0 , p 3 
which is independent of e, such that 
.七1 ^ C (%(t)(H’(z(t))z(t))Pdt)"P 
」0 饥 3 JQ 
By virtue of the weighted Sobolev-Hardy inequality we have 
(广1 tn+a-i H(z(t)) ^ d t f ' ^ ^ C (「tip(t)(H, (z(t))z(t))Pdt)2fP 
K 4 Jo 
for some C . From (3.3) and H’（y) = 
4 
(fti 严 - i | z ( U — d t 产 会 ^ C [ q P广 tn+a-i|z(t)rdt]2/P’ 
Jo 5 Jo 
for some C . We have 
5 
L q p⑷ 5 V P ⑷ 
where /j. is the measure defined by /li(A) = t^+a ^dt. 
Ja A 1 + 1 
Let <r = p/ p > 1 and q = o*」，then ||Z|| j + lA ^ ， 
L^ P(FI) 5 L^P(^) 
24 
< 
q j j j i 〜 I I 、 • 
00 i 
Since <r > 1, the infinite product j\ (t/C o* ) converges. 
i =1 
On the other hand, we can use [(1x1^+ l^dx = 1 and the 
Jb e’P 
Sobolev-Hardy inequality to show that ||z{| A has a bound independent 
LP⑷ 
of e. 
Letting J tends to infinity, we obtain Lemma 3.2. • 
Lemma 3.3 
K^ = S ^ for each p < p . 
Proof: 
It suffices to find a radially symmetric function u € |x|玲dx) 
such that 
K = J ^ 
o,P (「|x|a|u|Pdx)2/P. 
J B 
First, we show that lim. K ^ K . 
, e,p 0, p 
By the definition of K , for each 5 >0，there exists a u € c " ( B ) 
0’ p 0 
\{0} such that 
K , < K + 5 . 
o’P (f |xja|u|Pdx)2/P 。’ P 
B 
Since u € c " ( B ) , |u| and |Vu| are bounded by some constants C > 0. 
25 
I 
2 8/2 2 B 
As /3 S 0 and n+|3 > 0’ （|x| +e)' |Vu| ^ C|x|' is integrable. By the 
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, for sufficiently small e > 0, 
,(|x|2+ e)曰Z2|vu|2dx 
K ^ — < K + 6 
C,P 2/p 0,p , � 2 丄 . a / 2 p J � 
( ( X + e) u dx ) 
Jb 
Hence, Tim K ^ K + 5. Since 5 is arbitrary, we conclude 
e,p o,p 
Tim K ^ K (3.5) 
e—0+ e，p o,p 
For each e > 0, the function y (r) = u (x), r = x , satisfies 
e e, p 
-[rn-i(r2+ e产 y。 , ( r ) ] , + K^ ^ r^^'^Cr^ e 产 2 ( i ( r ) = 0, r€ [0,1] 
• y ’（0) = 0. 
„ , ，/ 、 e, P fr .n-lf.2 .a/2 p-1 , . s 
We have y , (r) = - — ^ ― t (t + e) y二 （t)dt. 
e n - l f 2 , X p /2 , c 
r (r + e) o 
By Lemma 3.2， {y } is uniform bounded. It is not hard to show , 
based on the Arzela-Ascoli theorem that one can extract a subsequence 
{y }, which converges in C^-norm to some y on each compact subinterval 
i 
of (0,1]. Consider u :B\{0> ~ 、 R by u(x) = y(|x|). By the Lebesgue 
dominated convergence theorem and Fatou's lemma, 
* dx = 1 and r |x|3|Vu|2dx ^ lim K 
Jb JB 'P 
and so u € |x|^dx). Clearly, 
K , < lim K (3.6) 0, p , f a p , 、2/p e,p 





In view of (3.5) and (3.6), u is a radial minimizer of the 
functional 
= r^ a 
( X u d x ) 
Jb 
Lemma 3.3 is proved. • 
Proof of Proposition 3.1 : 
It is easy to see that lim sup K s K八 A . 
令 A 0, p 0, p 
P I P 
00 
On the other hand, let u € C^(B)\{0>, for p < p. By the Holder 
inequality, 
r R o r ft 2 
|x|P|Vu| dx |x|' |Vii| dx 
Jb — JB 
— A A ：£ C — ’ 
,r a p , 、2/p P , r a p , 、2/p 
( |x| |U|PDX) ^ ^ ( X u 
J B B 
A A 
where C = ( x adx)2(P-P)ZPP. Taking infimum over all radially 
P J B 
symmetric functions yields 
S A ：^ C S 
o,p p o,p 
From Lemma 3.3 and the fact that lim C = 1, 
今 A p 
p I p 
S A lim inf K 
o,p 今 A o,p 
p I p 
On the other hand, 
K A ^ S A lim inf K ^ lim sup K ：^ K^ A 
0 , p 0 , P A A 0, p A A^ 0 , P 0 , P 
pf p pl p 
which implies K A = S A • 
^ 0’p o,p • 
27 
I 
From Proposition 3.1, we know that when we look for the infimum of 
A 
IXI ^  I Vu I ^ dx under the constraint | x | = 1, it suffices to 
J B B 
restrict to the class of radially symmetric functions. If we replace the 
domain B by the entire space 沢〜 b y a change of scale and the relation 
1+ (n+a)/p=(n+/3)/2, we find that the minimization problem is the 
same. Thus, we have proved half of our main result. Namely, it 
suffices to consider a one-dimensional variational problem (see 
Introduction). 
It remains to determine the best constant of the weighted Sobolev-
Hardy inequality which now has been shown to be 
(no, 会inf [ PV’（r) 广 |y(r) | V ^ a - i j 乂 / 公 ] ( 3 . 7 ) 
n JQ ^ 」0 
where the infimum is taken over all measurable functions which satisfy 
i ) 广 |y’（r)|2r_-ldr < + co (3.8) 
J Q 
ii) y(r) is decreasing and lim y(r) = 0， r-> 00 
Recall the following classical result of G.A.Bliss [4]. 
Lemma 3.4 
Let h be a nonnegative, square integrable function defined on (0, oo) 
广00 
and let g(x) = h(t)dt. Then 
A A 
inf [ f" f?(t)dt / r f " g(t)Pt^'Pdt)^'^ ] (3.9) 
Jq 0 
28 
is attained by h(x) = 2 厂 （ 入 ” " 入 where p > 2 and \ = p/2 - 1 > 0. 
By a direct calculation, 
I - 广 | g ( t ) | V - 会 d t . = 广 一 dt 
1 J。 J。（ 1 + t V Z入 
= 丄 （ r ( l _ ) ) 2 / r ( 声 ) , 
A O A _ / A « 
p-2 p-2 / p-2 
I . r~ h^(t)dt = f" (1+1入）一2(入+”/\1七 
2 Jo Jo 
=丄 r ( 丄 ) n 触 ） A _ A ^ A ^ / A _ 
p-2 p-2 p-2 / p-2 
where r is the Gamma function. The infimum in Lemma 3.4 is equal to 
I / i 2/P (3.10) 
2/ 1 
Now, we transform (3.7) so that Bliss, theorem is applicable. 
Consider r : (0,oo) > (0,oo) by 
r(t) = 产 ⑴ ， 
then = rn+日-? Let y satisfy (3.8) and z(t) = y (r(t)). Then 
dt 
「⑴乞(t)|2dt = |y’(r)|2|芸|dr = |y, (r) | 曰-idr and 
Jo Jo dt J Q 
° 0 八 
_ (^+n_2)(2n+a+p-2)/(2-n-m「oo ^^^^ p ^(2n+a+/3-2)/(2-n-|3)^^ 
J Q 
, 、A , 介 、 n L 2n+a+^-2 




(p/ 2-1) - p = X - p. Therefore, 
,Poo . , � 2 n+0-1 , foo . V p n+a -1 , � 2 / p 
[ |y’（r) I r ' | y ( r )〜 dr) ^ ] 
0 Z Jq a 八 
= ( 曰 会 [ 广 h2(t)dt / 卞 g(t)Pt“dt)2/P ]’ 
where h(t) = z(t)s： 0 (since z(t)= y(r(t)), both y and r are decreasing). 
、边 h"(t)dt =广丨 y , ( r ) | 2 r _ - l d r < + « and 
Jo 
g(x) = 「X h(t)dt = f x z(t)dt = z(x) ( since lim r(t)= oo and 
lim y(r) = 0, z(0) = 0 )• 
00 " 
A A 
,foo . , 、 2 n+3-1 , foo f . p n+a-1 , 、2/p , 
Thus [ |y' (r) | r ‘ dr / ( |y(r)|Pr dr) ] 
Jq , Jo 
> (0+11-2)1+2/》I /i^/p (see (3.10)). 
2/ 1 
t入 1/入 
On the other hand, consider y(r) = ( ^ ) ’ where 
1 + t 
t = 。 1 。 日 . T h e n y satisfies (3.8) and 
p+n-2 A A r foo A, , � 2 n+^-1 , foo A ^ p n+a-1 . 2 / p , 
[ y (r) r ' dr X ( y(r) r dr) J 
Jq Z JQ 
Thus y is a minimizer and the best constant is found. The proof of 
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